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SUMMARY 

The exploration of dynamic stability of the human muscle-

skeletal system requires experimental setups that can mimic 

the wide variety of perturbations that humans encounter 

during locomotion. This paper describes the development 

and evaluation of the TRiP, a novel experimental setup to 

induce perturbations during walking. The TRiP setup 

includes a treadmill instrumented with two specially 

designed breaking systems to apply obstructions to the legs 

that can be controlled in time and magnitude. Preliminary 

test results indicate that the accuracy of the TRiP with 

respect to duration and timing of the perturbation is 

respectively  12 and 10%. In addition the produced 

perturbations can vary in force, which is strongly related to 

the braking pressure (R = 0.95, p<0.01). Further optimisation 

of the TRiP can be achieved by correcting for fixed  time 

delays in the system (on average. 0.025 ± 0.006s) and by 

investigating relationships between perturbation force, 

duration and timing. The TRiP set-up can be used to 

investigate dynamic stability in humans. 

  

I	TRODUCTIO	 

Tripping is one of the leading causes for fall incidents in 

elderly [1]. Previous studies have clearly shown that 

successful recovery from a trip requires concerted action of 

the perturbed leg and the stance leg to control the forward 

momentum of the centre of mass [2]. To explore the limits of 

stability during walking it is required to probe the human 

muscle-skeletal system with perturbations of different 

magnitudes and at different phases of the locomotion cycle 

while walking at various speeds. To this aim we evaluated 

the TRiP, a novel device for Timed Rapid induced 

Perturbations during treadmill walking. 

 

The TRiP, specially designed pneumatic braking device 

(IDEE) to induce controlled trips, consists of an axel 

attached to a PC controlled pneumatic brake and an electric 

motor with encoder. A flexible rope with low strain and high 

yield strength (Dyneema ®) connects the ankle of the subject 

and the axel of the TRiP. The rope winds and unwinds 

during each stride. The motor keeps the ropes taught at a 

force of approximately 2 N, while the encoder reads out the 

displacement of the ankle. Each leg is attached to a single 

TRiP. The microcontroller continuously monitors the gait 

cycle via the different signals between the encoders and uses 

this information to trigger a perturbation at predefined 

phases of the swing phase. During treadmill walking 

experiments, the TRiP can briefly obstruct the leg at specific 

parts of the swing phase. The obstruction can last between 

50-250 ms. Specifically designed software controls the 

duration and timing of the perturbations and sends 

synchronization pulses to the digital camera and a triaxial 

accelerometer. The braking force can be adjusted manually 

via a pressure valve (0-5 bar) to represent differences in 

obstacle compliance. This study aims to validate if the TRiP 

meet the design requirements. 

 

METHODS 

A pilot experiment was conducted to evaluate the 

performance of the TRiP. Five healthy subjects were 

included (1F/4M, ranges: 23-33 yrs, 59-85 kg, 1.67-1.94 m).  

 

The evaluated TRiP setup comprises the following elements 

(Figure 1); 1) a treadmill (Medifit) equipped with a safety 

harness and emergency stop, 2) the TRiP, a specially 

designed pneumatic braking device (IDEE) to induce 

controlled trips, 3) 6 VICON MX3 camera’s and 4) a force 

sensor (smart junior S-beam 500N, 17x7x19mm, 12g) 

attached at the ankle and in series with the rope. 

 

To test the system requirements the subjects walked for 15 

minutes on the treadmill at three different walking speeds 

(3km/h, 4.5km/h and 6 km/h), while the TRiP induced 17 

perturbations at the right leg of the subject at every walking 

speed. Prior to the experiment markers were placed at bony 

landmarks according to the specifications of the VICON 

lower limb model. 

 



 
Figure 1:  The Timed Rapid Impact Perturbation (TRiP) set-

up, used to evoke stumbles in a standardized way. 

 

Timing (20%, 40%, 50%, 60% and 80% of first half of the 

swing phase), duration (from 50ms to 200ms with an interval 

of 50ms), and braking pressure (from 0.5 bar to 4 bar with 

intervals of 0.5bar),  were systematically adjusted according 

to a fixed protocol. In total 255 perturbation were applied, of 

which 244 stumbles were used for analysis. The force sensor 

was used to quantify the perturbation force. The 3D motion 

capture was conducted during a 4s time window around the 

perturbation. Force and motion data were used to test 

whether the TRiP met the design requirements. 

 

For comparison the differences between the settings and the 

actual values (duration, force and timing) were calculated. 

 

RESULTS A	D DISCUSSIO	 

The TRiP-setup is able to induce perturbations of varying 

magnitude and time with moderate to good accuracy. 

 

Perturbation forces ranged from 54N-313N, with an average 

of 194N ± 48N. The perturbation force related positively 

with the braking pressure (R = 0.95, p<0.01, figure 2). 

Walking speed had a modulating effect on the perturbation 

force which can be associated with differences in the 

acceleration of the swinging leg. No perturbation in gait 

(perturbation force = 0N) was observed for perturbations 

with a braking pressure  of 1bar and lower. 
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Figure 2: The positive relation between perturbation force  

and the pressure at the brake. 

Perturbations with a duration shorter than 150ms were 

accurately produced showing a slight overestimation 

compared to  the settings of 13ms ± 7ms. Perturbations with 

a set duration of 200ms were less accurately reproduced, on 

average they lasted 70ms ± 27ms less than the set duration. 

Reflex mediated factors may play a role [3] as the recovery 

process (e.g. placement of perturbed leg on treadmill) may 

have started during the 200ms perturbation. The deviation in 

perturbation duration is partly dependent on the braking 

pressure and the timing of the perturbation, showing shorter 

durations with increasing perturbation time and higher 

braking pressure. No modulating effect of walking speed 

was found.  

 

The timing of the perturbation during swing differed on 

average 15% ± 3% from the settings. This deviation can in 

part be due to the time delay (on average 0.025 ± 0.006s) 

found between the synchronization pulse and the real 

occurrence of the perturbation. This delay was consistent 

across walking speeds and perturbations of varying duration 

and timing. A 5.6%  improvement in accuracy of the timing 

can be achieved by correcting for this time delay.  

 

CO	CLUSIO	S 

The TRiP, a specially designed pneumatic braking device, is 

able to induce perturbations varying in time and magnitude 

in a controlled manner. Perturbations are produced within a 

12% accuracy in duration and 10% accuracy in timing. In 

addition different perturbation forces can be simulated by 

adjusting the braking pressure. The stumble set-up can be 

optimized by compensating for the time delay and by further 

investigating relationships between perturbation force, 

timing, duration and walking speed. The ability of the TRiP 

to simulate a wide range of perturbations with moderate to 

good accuracy indicates that it can be used to explore the 

dynamics of walking stability . 
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